A Bloomberg Professional Services Offering

Social media platforms and instant messaging platforms are
increasingly used by financial services firms to communicate with
clients and collaborate internally. With regulators confirming that
these forms of communication must be stored and monitored
within the parameters of recordkeeping requirements, a tricky
question arises of how to effectively capture communications
across the different platforms.

A single solution to a multitude of challenges
Using Bloomberg Vault’s unique Social Information Governance
platform, the answer is provided. It enables users to meet
stringent regulatory requirements that demand timely retrieval
of communications data — along with accurate and extensive
metadata — by offering the ability to capture outgoing and
incoming communications from various social and instant
message platforms. In addition, web search activity can also be
archived, helping to form a more complete view of all user activity.

No interruption of end user workflows
The Bloomberg Vault solution for capturing social and
instant message communication does so without any
interruption to end user workflows. Aside from certain
applications where a one-time authentication step is required,
the end user does not change day-to-day activities when
communicating on social and instant message platforms.

Supported e-communication sources
Instant messaging & social media tools
• Skype for Business

• Pivot

• Slack Enterprise

• Skype for
Business Online

• BlackBerry

• Jabber/CUCM

• Thomson
Reuters Eikon

• plus more...

• Microsoft Teams
• ICE Chat

• Twitter

Please contact Bloomberg for details regarding the extent to which each format is supported.

Along with capturing data created and shared across the listed
platforms, Bloomberg Vault will continue to ingest social or instant
message data captured through third-party or customer technologies.

Employees using social media, IM & search tools
Outgoing social
posts & updates

Incoming social
information (reads)

Bloomberg Vault on-premise server
• Capture
• Content transformation
• Secure transfer layer

Hosted components

Surveillance

Retention-based archiving

eDiscovery

Vault

Capturing & archiving social communications
poses a unique challenge

Financial Data Management

Social media, instant message
archiving & surveillance

Enterprise advantages
A hosted Bloomberg Vault solution provides a single enterprise
WORM archive and web application for relevant compliance
workflows. Compliance officers have the ability to apply post-send
surveillance policies and retrieve communications from any
supported data source quickly and easily, and comply with
all of the latest regulatory guidelines.

All communications and associated data are threaded for
greater contextual value and proper surveillance.
All communication between the on-site Social Information
Governance platform and Bloomberg services utilize TLS/SSL
to ensure complete data security and privacy.

Technical implementation

Technical details

Implementation of the Bloomberg Vault for Social Information
Governance and Archiving Platform involves a straightforward
setup and administration process. Experienced implementation
experts will provide full training and support during the software
install and help apply the basic network configuration settings
where necessary.

The network is configured to automatically use a proxy to push
the raw data to the designated VMWare that is deployed on-site
at the customer.
As data is captured it is archived into the Bloomberg Vault hosted
platform which provides permanent storage on WORM media,
and available for retrieval as required.

Bloomberg Vault saves time & money while lowering regulatory risk
Compliance policies

»

»

Real-time review

eDiscovery archive

Data sources
Bloomberg MSG/IB
Email
IM
SMS/P2P
Social media
Web search
Custom sources
Voice

Regulatory compliance

Real-time review queue

eDiscovery search

• Insider trading

• Intuitive interface

• Instant retrieval (PST)

• F
 air and balanced

• Streamlined review process

• Powerful culling tools

Information boundaries

Reviewer hierarchy

Retention management

• E
 thical wall

• Flexible group configurations

• Flexible retention

• R
 estricted list

• Role-based permissions

• Apply legal holds

Over 40 pre-packaged policies

Reports & audit trail

Reports & audit trail

• Intelligent policies

• Daily digest report

• Chain of custody

• L
 ow false-positives

• Custom reporting

• Search/export audit

Learn more
Learn more about how Bloomberg Vault can play a crucial role in meeting your Compliance, Archiving and eDiscovery needs.
Visit bloomberg.com/enterprise or reach us at vaultsales@bloomberg.net.

Take the next step.
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